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Abstract 

This project introduces the integrity of the electoral process and faces increasing challenges, primarily due to 

limited means of voter identification, which often rely solely on physical voter identification cards. As a result, 

vulnerability to fraudulent election practices has increased. To address these concerns, our project introduces 

an innovative solution that uses both Android and web applications to securely store and verify voter identities. 

The system incorporates a robust One-Time Password (OTP) authentication mechanism that uses the voter's 

unique ID for login and cross-checks with a centralized database. Admin-generated OTPs provide an 

additional layer of verification, thereby improving system security. This streamlined process not only speeds 

up voter verification but also reduces voting queue time, promising a more efficient and secure voting 

experience 
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1. Introduction  

In recent years, there has been a growing emphasis on 

enhancing the efficiency and security of the voting 

process through the use of advanced technology. One 

such innovation is the development of an Online 

Voting System, which leverages cutting-edge 

techniques to ensure a secure and accessible voting 

experience. [1] To tackle the challenge of enabling 

secure online voting, this system integrates the AES 

(Advanced Encryption Standard) algorithm, known 

for its robust encryption capabilities. It employs AES 

encryption to protect the integrity and confidentiality 

of each vote cast. Additionally, the [2] system 

incorporates OTP (One-Time Password) validation 

as an added layer of security, ensuring that only 

authorized voters can participate.  Implemented as a 

Web-based application, the Online Voting System 

offers a user-friendly interface that allows voters to 

Securely submit [3] their ballots. This system 

streamlines the voting process while maintaining the 

anonymity of voters and the accuracy of results. 

Election administrators benefit from a centralized 

database that efficiently manages voter registrations, 

candidate information, and the secure storage of 

encrypted votes. Real-time monitoring and reporting 

capabilities enhance transparency and trust in the 

electoral process. [4] This innovative solution goes 

beyond traditional voting methods, promoting the 

integrity of elections through structured data 

transformation and model-driven architecture. 

System Architecture Shown in Figure 1. 

2. Experimental Methods or Methodology 

The Online Voting System (ACMS) presented in this 

paper encompasses a comprehensive approach that 
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integrates the AES algorithm and OTP validation. 

 

Figure 1 System Architecture 

 [5] The methodology can be segmented into the 

following key components Sign-in Page shown in 

Figure 2. 

2.1 Voter Registration Process 

The voter registration process is an important first 

step in ensuring the integrity of the online voting 

system. The process begins when voters access the 

app and begin registering. During this stage, voters 

must provide their personal information and mobile 

phone number. This information [6] is cross-

referenced with an existing centralized database 

containing voter records. To verify their identity, the 

system generates a one-time password (OTP) and 

sends it to the voter's registered mobile number. This 

OTP acts as a unique and temporary authentication 

code. Home Page Admin is shown in Figure 3. The 

voter then enters this OTP into the application.   The 

database will check the OTP entered by the voter 

against the OTP generated by the system. [7] If the 

OTP entered matches the OTP generated by the 

system, it means the voter is valid and allowed to 

participate in the election. This verification process is 

important to ensure that only qualified voters can 

vote. Generating OTP process is shown in Figure 4. 

2.2   Database Verification and Validation 

The focus of the second phase lies in the robustness 

of the database system. The centralized database 

contains a comprehensive trove of voter information, 

including their eligibility status and mobile phone 

numbers.  [8] As voters attempt to register and 

authenticate their identities, databases play a central 

role in cross-referencing the data provided.   Once the 

OTP is generated and sent to the voter, the database 

verifies the OTP the voter entered. This verification 

process is necessary to confirm the authenticity of the 

voter and ensure that only authorized individuals can 

participate in the voting process. [9] The database's 

role in maintaining accurate voter records and 

securing the authentication process is critical to the 

overall integrity of the system.  The candidate page is 

shown in Figure 5. 

2.3 Select Candidates and Vote 

After successfully authenticating a voter, the 

application provides access to the candidate list. This 

list is an important element of the online voting 

system because it allows voters to make informed 

decisions. The list displays the names of candidates 

participating in the election, [10] ensuring 

transparency and clarity. Poll details are shown in 

Figure 6.  In front of each candidate's name, there is 

a prominently displayed "Vote" button. To vote, 

voters must select the candidate of their choice by 

pressing the “Vote” button. This step ensures that 

each voter's choice is recorded accurately and 

securely. The act of voting, as simple as pressing a 

button, is the essence of the democratic process in an 

online voting system. It [11] symbolizes the outcome 

of voters' decision-making process and represents 

their participation in the election.   

2.4 Complete The Online Voting Procedure 

 The culmination of the online voting process, 

marked by the completion of voting procedures, is a 

critical moment to protect democratic principles and 

ensure the security of each voter's voice. Once voters 

have carefully selected their preferred candidate and 

confirmed their choice by pressing the “Vote” button, 

the system will securely store their decision. This 

stage was meticulously designed to be user-friendly 

and intuitive, prioritizing ease of use to [12] meet the 

needs of all voters, regardless of their level of 

technological familiarity. The user OTP sending process 

is shown in Figure 7.  Once this voting process is 

complete, voters can rest assured that their vote has been 

accurately and securely recorded in the system's robust 

digital infrastructure. The reliability of any online 

voting system depends largely on this basic step. Not 

only must it ensure the highest security, but it must 

also protect the integrity of each vote. The success of 
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the voting procedure is a clear indicator of the 

effectiveness of the [13] system, emphasizing its 

commitment to democratic principles and the sanctity 

of the electoral process. A user page is shown in 

Figure 8. 

3. Aes Hash Algorithm 

The use of the AES (Advanced Encryption Standard) 

hashing algorithm is central to our commitment to a 

secure and tamper-proof online voting system. AES 

plays a central role in protecting the integrity of the 

entire voting process by converting voting requests 

into uniquely encrypted codes that cannot be 

tampered with or altered. This encoding process is 

twofold in importance. First, it protects the security 

of election data, ensuring that each voter's choices 

remain confidential and anonymous. Second, it 

ensures the transparency and security of the system, 

making it accessible to all eligible voters without 

compromising security standards. By applying the 

AES algorithm, we highlight [14] our commitment to 

ensuring the accuracy and fairness of the voting 

process, thereby strengthening public confidence in 

election results. Candidate details are shown in 

Figure 9.  This strong encryption method not only 

enhances the security of our online voting system but 

also demonstrates our commitment to democratic 

ideals and election transparency. 

4. Implementation 

The implementation of our Online Voting System 

involves configuring the software components and 

deploying the software applications [15-17] steps in 

the implementation process are as follows: The final 

Election Results are shown in Figure 10. 

 

 

Figure 2 Sign-in Page 

4.1 Admin Modules 
       

 

Figure 3 Home Page Admin 

 

  

Figure 4 Generate OTP 

 

 

Figure 5 Home Page - Candidate 
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Figure 6 Poll Details 

 

4.2 User Modules 

 

Figure 7 User OTP 

 

   

Figure 8 User Page 

   

Figure 9 Candidate Details 

 

 

Figure 10 Election Results 

Conclusion 
In conclusion, the introduction of online voting with OTP 

verification marks a progressive step towards modernizing 

our election process. By leveraging technology, it aims to 

increase the accessibility, security, transparency, and 

efficiency of voting, thereby strengthening the core of 

democracy [18]. However, it is critically important that the 

development and deployment of this application strictly 

adhere to the highest standards of cybersecurity and 

privacy. These measures are necessary to protect election 

integrity and protect sensitive voter information. The main 

purpose of the app is to allow voters to easily participate 

from home while adding an extra layer of security through 

OTP verification to ensure that only authorized 

individuals vote. However, for this initiative to be 

successful, it is necessary to adopt strong cybersecurity 
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measures to prevent potential threats such as hacks and 

data breaches. This requires constant monitoring, regular 

security updates, and comprehensive vulnerability testing 

[19]. 
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